An Ionic Liquid-Based Sample Preparation Method for Next-Stage Aggregate Proteomic Analysis.
A wide variety of proteomic methods have been applied for protein profiling of insoluble aggregates or inclusion bodies deposited in various cells or tissues. However, these are essentially optimized or modified classical protein chemistry techniques using conventional denaturing agents such as formic acid, urea, and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). The use of these denaturants has several shortcomings, including limited solubilization, contamination, and restrictions on absolute sample quantity and throughput. Here, we describe an alternative proteomic sample preparation platform for widespread aggregation analysis. This approach combines two techniques, (1) the use of ionic liquid for protein solubilization and (2) the recently published microbead-based and organic-media-assisted proteolysis strategy (BOPs), into a single-tube workflow. We demonstrate that the combined approach (iBOPs) enabled the successful solubilization of heat-aggregated hen egg whites within 10 min and supported sensitive mass spectrometry (MS) analysis. The performance of the iBOPs system surpassed those of conventional detergents and chaotropes. Moreover, this technology enabled ultrasensitive proteomic characterization of protein aggregates deposited in individual Caenorhabditis elegans nematodes. We identified ubiquitin and other molecules as candidate stochastic factors whose accumulation levels varied among aging nematode individuals. The sensitivity and applicability of the present iBOPs make it especially attractive for next-stage aggregate proteomic analysis of various biological processes.